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Today’s Presentation
• Forecast comparisons
– November 2019 (Pre-COVID)
– September 2020
– November 2020
• Implications of forecast changes
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Traffic and Revenue Actuals
• Recent two-month toll revenues are below September forecast by 3%
–

7.6 million toll transactions from September to October, 4% below the forecast; toll revenues of $24.9
million are $0.8 million (or 3%) below the forecast

• Eight-month toll revenues are below Pre-COVID forecast by 45%
–

26.5 million toll transactions from March to October, 44% below Pre-COVID November 2019 forecast,
toll revenues of $88.0 million are $71.7 million (or 45%) below the forecast.
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Toll Facility Traffic Volumes

Source: WSDOT’s COVID-19 dashboard; data compared to 2019 baseline
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November 2020 Forecast Assumptions
update since September
• Most of the assumptions for the November 2020 forecast stay the same
as those used in the September forecast
-

Tacoma Narrows Bridge continues to have the fastest recovery

-

SR 520 recovery is slower than what was previously forecasted

-

Express toll lane facilities, while slowly recovering in traffic volumes, continue to have
lower average toll rates than Pre-COVID.

-

With multiple alternative routes, the SR 99 tunnel continues to experience the slowest
recovery among the toll facilities.

• FY 2021 and FY 2022: November 2020 forecast lowers the near-term
traffic recovery pace to reflect:
-

Extended telework policies from the region’s main employers (Microsoft, Amazon, State,
County, and City governments, etc.)

-

September and October actuals were below September forecast

• FY 2023 and beyond: mostly align with September forecast
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November 2020 Forecast T&R Recovery
Trends
- FY 2021-2023: recovery slowed to reflect recent restrictions
- FY 2021: both toll traffic and revenue are reduced by 9% (or $14.6 million for revenue
reduction);
- FY 2022: toll traffic is reduced by 4%, revenue is reduced by 5%, or $9.5 million
- FY 2023: toll traffic and revenue are reduced by 0.2% and by 0.1%, respectively

• FY 2024-2029: No change in toll traffic and $3.8 million toll revenue higher
compared to the September forecast
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Revenue Comparison
November 2020 vs September 2020
•

Near-term (FY 2021-2023): Reduction from September forecast
o 2019-21 biennium total revenues and fees are reduced by $15 million (4.1% reduction)
o 2021-23 biennium total revenues and fees are reduced by $13 million (2.8% reduction)

•

Ten-year (FY 2020-2029): Total toll revenues and fees are reduced by $35 million, or 1.4%
(In $ millions)
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Revenue Comparison
November 2020 vs November 2019
•

Near-term (FY 2019-2021 and FY 2021-2023): Total revenues combined are reduced by
$217 million comparing to the November 2019 forecast (21% reduction).

•

Ten-year (FY 2020-2029): Total revenues are reduced by $417 million (14% reduction).
(In $ millions)
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Questions?

For additional information, please contact:
Edward Barry P.E.
WSDOT Toll Division Director
(206) 464-1217 or BarryEd@wsdot.wa.gov
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